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ABSTRACT Situation awareness (SA) refers to the process of perception, comprehension, and state 

projection of the system, elements and environmental factors within a volume of time and space. Security 

assessment is an important part of SA for distribution networks. In this paper, distribution system security 

region (DSSR) is used for SA for the first time, and a security SA method based on security distance (SD) is 

proposed. First, based on the existing DSSR, which is defined as the set of all operating points (OPs) 

satisfying N-1 security criterion, this paper supplements N-0 DSSR satisfying normal operating constraints. 

Second, calculate SDs between the OP and security boundaries to determine whether an OP is secure. If one 

is secure, its SDs can give the security margin; while if one is insecure, its SDs can give the degree of 

insecurity and the fault or overload components can be recognized via cross security boundary analysis. The 

situation comprehension for distribution network security is realized through the above information. Third, 

the security level of distribution networks in the future can be predicted by the trends of SDs. Finally, the 

feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method are verified by an actual distribution network case. 

INDEX TERMS distribution system security region (DSSR), security assessment, security distance, situation 

awareness (SA) 

0.  NOMENCLATURE 

ΩDSSR DSSR 

ΩDSSR0 DSSR0 

𝝏ΩDSSR Boundaries of DSSR 

𝝏ΩDSSR0 Boundaries of DSSR0 

βi The ith DSSR boundary 

𝛽𝑖
0 The ith DSSR0 boundary 

Θ State space 

W Operating point 

V Voltage amplitude 

θ Phase angle 

ci The capacity of component i 

Si The apparent power of the bus i 

SDi Security distance in DSSR in the 

direction of feeder i 

𝑆𝐷𝑖
0 Security distance in DSSR0 in the 

direction of feeder i 

αk,j The coefficient of Sj in the 

hyperplane k. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Distribution networks play a significant role in power systems, 

of which the secure and reliable operations are critical [1]. 

Situation awareness (SA) is considered to be an important 

analysis technology supporting the operation of distribution 

networks. The concept of SA is firstly proposed in the domains 

of aviation and military [2], which is defined as the perception 

of the elements in an environment within a volume of time and 

space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection 

of their status in the near future. Before long, this concept and 

its implications have been widely used in other domains, 

including electric power systems [3]. The process of SA for 

distribution networks can be divided into three separate levels 

[4]: 1) Perception: acquiring the information related to key 

elements of a distribution network. 2) Comprehension: 

analyzing what the perceived data means and forming the 

assessment of the grid state. 3) Projection: predicting the 

future behavior of system components based on their current 

state and on the perceived information. Dispatchers can 

develop a set of strategies and responses to events, which 

contributes to the prevention of undesirable situations.  
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With the development and application of advanced 

metering infrastructure (AMI) and big data analysis, it is 

possible to extract the data features from extensive distribution 

network information, which lays the foundation for SA. The 

framework and attention areas of SA in distribution networks 

are proposed in [3, 4]. AMI is used to perceive the health and 

status of components in distribution networks [5]. Based on 

the big data analysis of the distribution network, fuzzy cluster 

based analytical method, game theory and reinforcement 

learning are integrated to improve fault identification ratio in 

[6]. Two indices including network total active power loss and 

node voltage variations are proposed to reflect the distribution 

networks operation state in [7]. Several research works have 

been devoted to SA for distribution networks, and most of 

them are focus on N-0 security in normal operation [3-7], 

rarely involving N-1 security. However, for an actual central 

city distribution network, the common security issues that 

occur during the peak period of the summer power 

consumption are capacity violation issues. Due to the rapid 

growth of load over the N-1 security limit without warning, 

the normal operation limit would be exceeded, and even the 

serious consequences of load shedding would occur. 

Therefore, it is very necessary to consider N-1 security in the 

SA for distribution networks, which can prompt the 

dispatchers to take preventive control measures to avoid the 

problem from continuing to deteriorate. 

The most commonly used method for evaluating the 

security of distribution networks is via commercial simulation 

packages [8], which is limited in application to real-time 

manner due to the high nonlinearity and high dimensionality 

of large scale distribution networks. Hence, there is an urgent 

need for a fast, accurate tool to evaluate the security level and 

to provide instructive results to help dispatchers take 

preventive measures in advance. 

The distribution system security region (DSSR) theory 

proposed in recent years [9-12] has been proved to have good 

prospects in online monitoring of distribution network 

operation. DSSR is the maximum operational range in its state 

space for a distribution network satisfying N-1 security 

criterion, of which the boundaries can be calculated and 

observed by simulation approach [13]. The existence of DSSR 

is proved by mathematical deduction [14] and the practice in 

a real distribution network [15], respectively. In [15], 

comparison between the DSSR theoretical results and the real 

results from the dispatchers shows that DSSR boundary 

calculation results match the actual situation of the real case.  

DSSR can provide entire information of the operation states. 

Hence, we only need to check whether the given operating 

point (OP) lies inside the region to determine its security. 

Moreover, by calculating the distance from an OP to security 

boundaries [16,17], we are able to assess its security margins 

[18]. Since the security distance (SD) can give an overall 

picture of the current situation, its advantages in real-time 

monitoring are expected to be applied in SA. In this paper, 

DSSR is applied to SA for the first time, and SD is used to 

evaluate the OP’s security or insecurity degree of the 

distribution network, so as to realize situation comprehension 

and situation projection.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 

the N-0/N-1 security, DSSR and SD for distribution networks 

are briefly introduced. Section 3 provides the framework and 

method of SA based on SD. The evaluations of the proposed 

method are illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this 

paper. 

II. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 

A. N-0/N-1 SECURITY FOR DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 

The distribution networks under normal operation state should 

be able to maintain stable operation and continuous power 

supplies, which is usually called N-0 security. If a distribution 

network can maintain reliable power supplies to those areas 

without a fault under any single contingency, we call it N-1 

security [8]. A distribution network is N-1 secure, meaning 

that any fault in the primary feeders or substation transformers 

will lead to a service interruption of the faulted section only. 

Hence, the service to the upstream of a faulted feeder section 

will be restored after opening the first switchable component 

upstream to the faulted section, and the service to the 

downstream will be restored through back feed via closing a 

normally open tie switch. A simple example as shown in Fig. 

1 is used to explain the N-0/N-1 security for distribution 

networks. 

Feeder 

Switch

Tie 

Switch

Feeder 1 Feeder 2

Node

SL1 SL2

Substation 

Transformer

Contingency

 
FIGURE 1.  A simple N-0/N-1 security illustration 

In Fig.1, when the network is under normal operation state, 

the tie switch is open, load L1 and L2 are supplied by feeder 1 

and 2, respectively. The feeder capacity constraints should be 

satisfied 

1 1 2 2,L LS c S c                                (1) 

where c1 is the capacity of feeder 1, c2 is the capacity of feeder 

2. If the inequalities above are satisfied, the system is N-0 

secure. When a single contingency occurs at the outlet of 

feeder 2, the tie switch would be closed and both the load L1 

and L2 are supplied by feeder 1. Therefore, the feeder 1 

capacity constraint should be formulated as 

1 2 1L LS S c                                 (2) 

If the inequality above is satisfied, the system is N-1 secure 

for this single contingency. 

B. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM SECURITY REGION 

1) OPERATING POINT 

Operating point (OP), denoted by W, is defined as the vector 

of the apparent power of all the non-slack feeders. For a 

distribution network with n non-slack feeders, 
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1 2( , ,..., ,..., )T
i nS S S SW                                 (3) 

where Si is the apparent power of feeder i. In the actual 

operation of distribution networks, the nodes power flow 

changes continuously in a certain range, which can be 

formulated as:  

 1 i ,max i i ,maxi n, S 0 0 S S      ,                      (4) 

where the 
i ,maxS  is the upper limit of iS . 

2) DSSR AND DSSR0 MODEL 

DSSR is defined as the set of all OPs satisfying N-1 security 

criterion [9], formulated as: 

DSSR 1{ | ( , ) , ( ) 0}Nf g    Ω W Θ V W W        (5) 

where  is the state space, ( , )f V W  are the power flow 

equations, 1( ) 0Ng  W  are the security constraints after N-

1 contingency. As a distinction, we name the set of OPs 

satisfying N-0 security criterion as DSSR0, denoted by 

DSSR0. The detailed AC-Flow models of DSSR and DSSR0 

are illustrated in Appendix A. 

3) SECURITY BOUNDARY 

Security constraints change into security boundaries when 

becoming equations. Some of AC-Flow security boundaries 

can be simulated by OpenDSS, and they can be 

approximately expressed by several hyperplanes in the 

vector space using DC power flow [13], named linear 

security boundaries in this paper and formulated as 

, DSSR DSSR0

=1,...,

1 ,k j j j

j n

S S or    W W  ，     (6) 

where αk,j is the coefficient of Sj in the hyperplane k. In 

addition, the boundary from a N-0 security constraint is 

termed as N-0 security boundary while that from a N-1 

security constraint is termed as N-1 security boundary. 

C. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM SECURITY DISTANCE 

SD for distribution networks is defined as the distance from 

an OP to security boundaries [9]. It can describe the security 

margin precisely. Two kinds of SDs are proposed in [16], 

which are geometric SD and feeder SD, respectively. In this 

paper, we calculate SD by the way of feeder SD because it is 

more practical than geometric SD to represent the 

increasable load of feeders. SD in the direction of feeder i is 

calculated as: 

(i)
,

1

min
k

k

n

i j j

j

SD S S 
 



                       (7) 

where βk.is the boundary which an OP will cross over in the 

direction of feeder i; Ω(i) is the set of βk. The absolute value 

of SD means the maximum increasable load or the minimum 

load shedding on feeder i, or on the feeders of which the ID 

appearing in the expression of the nearest boundary to the 

OP in the direction of feeder i (the closely related feeders of 

feeder i for short in the later section) [19]. 

According to the definition of SD, it is necessary to 

express each security boundary first. However, accurate 

analytical expressions of security boundary based on AC-

Flow are difficult to obtain now. Therefore, this paper uses 

DC-Flow model to obtain approximate boundaries in the first 

step and then calculate SDs based AC-Flow in the second 

step. The two-step method is shown in Fig. 2. Step 1: take W 

as a starting point, then calculate corresponding cross-

boundary point WC
* on DC-Flow boundary and cross-

boundary displacement 
*

W 　; Step 2: take WC
* as a starting 

point, according to the positive or negative direction of 
*

W 　, 

find cross-boundary point WC on the AC-Flow boundary, 

then calculate the accurate SD. 

o
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SD WC
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*
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FIGURE 2.  The two-step method for calculating SD 

III. SD-based Situation Awareness 

A. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SA AND SECURITY FOR 
DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 

Security is very important for distribution networks. It relates 

to the current system state and the fault state that may occur 

in the future. The distribution network security analysis 

mainly includes the following steps. First, it is necessary to 

collect as much data as possible about the distribution 

network, including the power flow of the feeders, the voltage 

amplitude, the phase angle of the nodes, the switching state, 

etc. Second, based on the collected data, the current state of 

the system can be evaluated by calculating the security 

indicator, so that the dispatchers can learn the current system 

state. Third, according to the existing data, the operation of 

the grid in the future is predicted, such as the load forecasting, 

which provides a reference for the follow-up operation of 

dispatchers. It can be seen that the distribution network 

security analysis process conforms to the definition of three 

stages of SA. Therefore, security is the basic content of SA 

for distribution networks. 

B. FRAMEWORK OF SA BASED ON SD 

The SD-based SA framework for distribution networks is 

shown in Fig. 3.
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FIGURE 3.  The framework of SA for distribution networks based on SD 

The development and application of AMI and big data 

analysis lay the foundation for SA [5, 6]. Therefore, this 

paper focuses on comprehension and projection of SA, and 

the main idea is as follows. 

(1) Security boundaries can be calculated offline firstly by 

using the DC power flow [9] to make a foundation for the 

calculation of SD. 

(2) Calculate SDs by using the two-step method shown in 

Section 2.3. If an OP is secure, its SDs can give the degree 

of security; while if one is insecure, its SDs can give the 

degree of insecurity. Via the analysis of cross security 

boundary, we can know the fault or overload components 

[21]. 

(3) For the situation projection of a distribution network, 

this paper proposes to predict the security level in the future 

by the trends of SDs, with which the dispatchers can take 

necessary preventive measures. 

C. SD-BASED COMPREHENSION  

Both N-0 SDs and N-1 SDs can quantify the security margin, 

we can judge whether an OP satisfies N-0/N-1 security by N-

0/N-1 SDs, respectively. In Table 1, we take N-1 SD as an 

example to show how to realize situation comprehension by 

it. 
TABLE I 

SITUATION COMPREHENSION RESULTS OBTAINED FROM N-1 SDS 

CONDITION 

N-1 SDs 
condition 

Situation comprehension results 

N-1 SDi ≥0 
(1) The maximum increasable load value SDi in 

the direction of feeder i. 

∀ i =1,…,m, N-1 

SDi≥0 

(1) The OP satisfies N-1 security. 

(2) The maximum increasable load value SDi in 
the direction of any feeder i. 

∃ i, N-1 SDi <0 

(1) The OP does not satisfy N-1 security. 

(2) The minimum load shedding value |SDi| in 
the direction of feeder i. 

(3) The fault or overload components set. 

As shown in Table I, based on SDs, we can perceive the 

OP’s status, security or insecurity degree. Further, with the 

analysis of cross security boundary corresponding to the 

negative SD value, we can identify fault and overload 

components. 

D. SD-based Projection 

The state prediction variables commonly used in SA of the 

distribution network are load [22], voltage amplitude and 

phase angle [23]. After obtaining the perception information 

of the distribution network, it is necessary to calculate 

various indicators such as voltage stability index to make 

situation projection. However, the SD itself can be used as 

an indicator to measure the security level of the distribution 

network, of which the trends can represent the security 

changes. Therefore, with the SD data of the historical time, 

this paper uses the time-series prediction method in [22] to 

predict the SD in the next period of time and to achieve the 

prediction of the future security situation of the distribution 

network. 

IV. Case Study 

A. CASE INTRODUCTION 

A real 10kV distribution network of certain city core area in 

North China (See Fig. 4) is studied in this paper, which 

consists of 3 35kV/10kV substations, and 6 feeders for each 

transformer. The conductors of all the feeders are JKLYJ-

240 with 0.125/km resistance and 0.365/km reactance. 

Table II shows the corresponding data of the case 

distribution network. The case study focuses on the 

operational data from 9:00 on July 1 to 8:00 on July 2, 2014, 

which is collected in every 1 hour. 
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FIGURE 4.  A real distribution network topology 
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TABLE II 

TRANSFORMERS/FEEDERS INFORMATION OF THE CASE 

Substation Transformer 

Transformation 

ratio 
(kV/kV) 

Capacity of 

transformers 
(MVA) 

Total capacity 

of feeders 
(MVA) 

S1 
1# 35/10 20 47.38 

2# 35/10 20 52.37 

S2 
1# 35/10 20 53.69 

2# 35/10 20 54.03 

S3 

1# 220/35/10 20 48.84 

2# 220/35/10 20 54.55 

3# 220/35/10 20 46.93 

B. CALCULATION OF SECURITY REGION AND SD 

There are 42 feeders and 7 transformers in the case, hence 

there are 49 N-0 security constraints composing DSSR0; 

there are 66 nodes in the case, hence there are 66 groups of 

N-1 security constraints composing DSSR. The complete N-

0/N-1 linear security boundary expressions are respectively 

shown in Table BI and BII in Appendix B.  

Here we take the N-1 SD calculation in the direction of 

feeder 163 as an example to show the computation process 

of SD. Select the sampling data at 11:00 on July1 as the 

starting point W. First, calculate the cross-boundary point 

Wc
* on the DC-Flow boundaries in the direction of feeder 

163, and cross-boundary displacement 
*

W 　. The calculation 

result of approximate SD from W to Wc
* is 2.98MVA. 

Second, take Wc
* as a starting point, according to the positive 

or negative direction of 
*

W 　, find cross-boundary point Wc 

on the AC-Flow boundary using OpenDSS, then calculate 

the final SD. The accurate SD from W to Wc is 2.51MVA, 

that is the N-1 security margin of W at 11:00 on July 1 is 

2.51MVA in the direction of feeder 163, which means the 

maximum increasable load of feeder 163 or its closely 

related feeders is 2.51MVA at this time. The detailed 

calculation results are shown in Table BIII in Appendix B. 

C. SITUATION COMPREHENSION RESULTS 

In this section, the general situation comprehension results 

are shown firstly, which clearly demonstrates the entire 

security state including all feeders’ loading. Secondly, SDs 

in the direction of two specific feeders are selected to show 

the detailed situation comprehension results, including the 

OP trajectory in security region, SD time varying curves, 

fault components and guidance to dispatchers via the cross 

security boundary analysis. 

1) GENERAL RESULTS 

Calculate the N-0/N-1 SDs in the direction of each feeder at 

each time, and draw the color contour map of N-0/N-1 SDs 

to reflect the security level as shown in Fig. 5. 
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FIGURE 5.  The entire security level of the case. (a) N-0 security level of 

the case. (b) N-1 security level of the case 

 

As shown in Fig. 5, the blue area corresponds to the largest 

SD value (about 5-8MVA), indicating a very high level of 

security. The green area is the next to the blue area (SD value 

about 1-4MVA). The SD value corresponding to the yellow 

area is about 0MVA, indicating that the security level is 

critical. The red area corresponds to a negative SD value 

(about (-2)-(-1) MVA), indicating insecurity. 

Fig. 5(a) shows the entire N-0 security level of the case. 

Most of the area in the figure is blue, followed by green. 

Overall, the N-0 security level of the case is high. Only a 

very small part of the figure is dark yellow, which appears in 

the direction of feeders 168A and 168B during 19:00-21:00, 

indicating that the distribution network is in a lighter N-0 

insecurity in this direction at this time.  

Fig. 5(b) shows the entire N-1 security level of the case. 

Most of the area is blue representing the generally high level 

of N-1 security. However, the dark yellow areas are widely 

distributed in the direction of multiple feeders at about 

11:00-13:00 and 17:00-22:00, indicating that the distribution 

network is lighter N-1 insecurity. The red areas are mostly 

distributed in the directions of feeders 161-162, 168A and 

168B at 17:00-22:00, indicating that the distribution network 

is in a heavier N-1 insecurity level in the direction of these 

feeders at this time. 

We make a statistical analysis of N-0/N-1 SDs as shown 

in Fig. 6, and one dot on the curve corresponds to one 

sampling time. 
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FIGURE 6.  N-0/N-1 SD statistical results of the case 

As shown in Fig. 6, (1) all dots on the average N-0/N-1 

SD curve is located above the zero line, showing that the 

entire N-0/N-1 security level of the case is high. (2) Only one 

dot (red dot) on the minimum N-0 SD curve is below the zero 

line, and the number in the red box is ‘2’, representing N-0 

insecurity occurs only in the direction of two feeders at 20:00, 

which means the N-0 insecurity level is relatively lighter. (3) 

There are 8 dots (yellow dots) on the minimum N-1 SD curve 

below the zero line, some of the number in the yellow box is 

larger such as ‘16’, representing N-1 insecurity occurs at 

multiple times with multiple feeders, which means the N-1 

insecurity level is relatively higher. In addition, the N-1 

insecurity level is the most serious at 20:00 with the SD value 

-2.63MVA. 

2) DETAILED RESULTS 

A feeder is arbitrarily selected in the low and heavy load area 

to illustrate the detailed SA comprehension results, 

respectively. Here we take the SD results in the direction of 

feeders 168A and 163 as examples. 

(1) The OP trajectory 

Fig. 7 shows the OP trajectory in security region and the 

location relationship with the N-0 and N-1 security 

boundaries at different time. 
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FIGURE 7.  The OP trajectory diagram  

As shown in Fig. 7, the relative position of the OP changes 

with time. Starting at 9:00, it is within the N-1 security 

boundary, then it passes through the N-1 security boundary 

and becomes N-1 insecure for the first time at 11:00. It 

returns to the N-1 security boundary at 12:00, crosses to the 

N-1 security boundary at 13:00, then returns and crosses 

again to the N-1 security boundary. At 20:00, it crosses to N-

0 boundary and becomes N-0 insecure. At 21:00, it returns 

to the N-0 security boundary and returns to the N-1 security 

boundary at 23:00 and remains N-1 secure until 8:00 am the 

next day. 

In fact, since the loads on other feeders that are closely 

related to feeders 168A and 163 are also changing, the 2D 

DSSR0/DSSR size in the direction of feeders 168A and 163 

is time varying. In order to display the positional relationship 

between the OP and the security boundaries more 

conveniently, we have fixed the boundaries associated with 

the feeders 168A and 163 during the drawing process of Fig. 

7. 

(2) SD time varying curve 

Based on the N-0/N-1 security boundaries associated with 

the feeders 168A and 163 (see Table BIV and BV in 

Appendix B), the N-0/N-1 SDs of the OP at the respective 

time in the direction of feeders 168A and 163 are calculated, 

respectively ( See Table BVI and BVII in Appendix B). A 

SD time varying line chart is illustrated in Fig. 8. 

SD=0

N-1 SD of S168A N-0 SD of S168A

N-1 SD of S163 N-0 SD of S163

N-0 insecureN-1 insecure

 
FIGURE 8.  N-0/N-1 SD curves in the direction of feeders 168A and 163 

The red color in Fig. 8 represents a negative N-0 SD, and 

the yellow color represents that the N-1 SD is negative. In 

the direction of feeder 168A, the N-1 SDs are negative at a 

plurality of times such as 11:00, 13:00 and 17:00-22:00 (see 

yellow dots), and even the N-0 SD is negative at 20:00 (see 

the red dot). In the direction of feeder 163, the N-1 SD is 

negative only at 21:00 (see the yellow square), and the N-0 

SDs at every moment are positive. 

(3) SD-based situation comprehension results 

We illustrate the comprehension of the SDs by taking two 

OPs of which the N-1 SD is respectively positive and 

negative in the direction of feeder 168A. 

At 17:00, the specific SDs between the OP and the 

corresponding security boundaries in the direction of feeder 

168A are shown in Table III. 
TABLE III 

SDS CORRESPONDING TO FEEDER 168A AT 17:00 

Boundary 

number 
N-1 boundary expression 

N-1 SD 

(MVA) 

β1 𝑐𝐹
168-S161-S168A-S168B =0 -0.73 

β20 𝑐𝐹
161-S168A-S161=0 2.25 

β21 𝑐𝑇
1-S168A-S162-S161-S163-S165-S167-S169-S171=0 1.02 

As shown in Table III, the violated N-1 security boundary 

is β1：𝑐𝐹
168-S161-S168A-S168B =0 at 17:00, and the N-1 SD is -
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0.73 MVA. This indicates that the load on feeder 168A, or 

the load on the closely related feeders (the feeder appearing 

in the expression of β1, 161,168B) needs to reduce the load 

by at least 0.73 MVA to meet N-1 security. The reason for 

this violation is that the fault of feeder 161 causes the 

capacity of feeder 168A to be overloaded. Therefore, we can 

analyze that at the current moment, the fault components 

include feeder 161, and the overload components include 

feeder 168A with an overload of 0.73 MVA.  

Similarly, at 23:00 the N-1 SD in the direction of feeder 

168A is 0.56 MVA (See Table BVII in Appendix B). This 

indicates that the load on feeder 168A, or its closely related 

feeders can increase the maximum power by 0.56 MVA. 

(4) Guidance providing to dispatchers based on SD 

As shown in Fig. 8, in the direction of feeder 168A the N-

0 SD is -0.02 MVA at 20:00. The distribution network is in 

an emergency state at this time, and the dispatcher must take 

certain measures, such as cutting off at least 0.02MVA load 

in feeder 168A, to restore the distribution network to normal 

operation state; at other times, the N-0 SD is positive. The 

N-1 SDs are smaller than 0 at multiple times, indicating that 

the distribution network is often in an N-1 insecurity state, 

so the dispatcher should pay more attention to feeder 168A. 

In the direction of feeder 163, the N-0/N-1 SDs at all times 

are larger than 0, so there is less need for the focus on feeder 

163 from the dispatcher.  

In summary, since the SD in the direction of feeder 168A 

appears negative and the SD in the direction of feeder 163 

remains positive, the dispatcher should focus on tracking 

feeder 168A, then taking measures to cut or reduce the load 

at the right time. 

D. SITUATION PROJECTION RESULTS 

1) THE ENTIRE SECURITY PREDICTION RESULTS 

Since the SD trends can represent the security state trends of 

the distribution network, this paper uses the time series based 

prediction method in [22] to project the future security 

situation of the distribution network based on the SDs of 

historical moments. The entire security prediction results of 

the case are shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV  

PREDICTED N-0/N-1 SECURITY STATISTICAL RESULTS OF THE CASE 

Prediction 

time(h) 

N-0 insecure 

feeder number 

N-0 insecure 

feeder ratio 

Average N-0 

SD(MVA) 

Minimum N-0 

SD(MVA) 

N-1 insecure 

feeder number 

N-1 insecure 

feeder ratio 

Average N-1 

SD(MVA) 

Minimum N-1 

SD(MVA) 

Day2 
9:00 

0 0 6.54 2.84 0 0 4.34 1.08 

10:00 0 0 6.38 2.78 0 0 4.21 0.45 

11:00 0 0 6.19 2.02 3 4.55% 3.81 -0.46 
12:00 0 0 6.11 1.88 3 4.55% 3.64 -0.49 

It can be seen from the Table IV that in the next 4 hours, 

the N-0 SD of the distribution network shows a downward 

trend, but it remains positive; the N-1 SD also shows a 

downward trend, but it may appear to be negative. 

2) THE DETAILED SECURITY PREDICTION RESULTS 

We take the SD prediction in the direction of feeders 168A 

and 163 as an example. According to the calculated SDs in 

the direction of feeders 168A and 163, the SD change trend 

in the next 4 hours is predicted as shown in Fig. 9. 

SD=0

Current Predicted

Actual N-1 SD of S168A Actual N-0 SD of S168A

Actual N-1 SD of S163 Actual N-0 SD of S163

Predicted N-0/N-1 SD of S168A

Predicted N-0/N-1 SD of S163

 
FIGURE 9.  SD prediction results in the direction of feeders 168A and 163 

It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the N-0/N-1 SD in the 

direction of feeders 168A and 163 in the next 4 hours shows 

a downward trend, but the N-0 SD does not appear to be a 

negative value temporarily. The N-1 SD may be negative in 

the direction of feeder 168A, but the N-1 SD still remains 

positive in the direction of feeder 163. Therefore, the 

dispatcher should focus more on tracking the load changes 

of feeder 168A to prevent insecurity or even urgency. 

V. Conclusion 

Situation awareness (SA) plays an important role in security 

monitoring and control of the distribution network operation. 

In this paper, distribution system security region (DSSR) is 

applied to SA for the first time, and a novel security distance 

(SD) based security SA method is proposed. The 

contribution of the proposed method is as follows.  

(1) It inherits the advantages of the region methodology, 

avoids complex iterative operations and reduces the 

computation, and considers the N-0 security and N-1 security 

of distribution networks simultaneously. 

(2) It presents a color contour map, which can clearly 

visualize the entire SA results in three dimensions of time, 

space and security. The higher the security of distribution 

networks, the wider the blue area distribution in the color 

contour map; conversely, the lower the security, the wider 

the yellow area distribution, and even the red area. 

(3) It can determine whether an operating point (state) is 

N-0/N-1 secure and calculate the degree of security or 

insecurity. For negative SD scenarios, the fault or overload 

components set can be recognized via cross security 

boundary analysis.  
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(4) It can predict the security level of distribution networks 

in the near future. 

With the help of the proposed method, feeders with SDs that 

remains short for a long period or that would be reduced by 

prediction, or that the dispatchers are concerned with, can be 

chosen to monitor their SDs trend to prevent undesirable 

situations. The method in this paper is suitable for tracking and 

predicting the secure status in real time in distribution network 

operation. 

APPENDIX 

A. AC-FLOW MODEL OF DSSR AND DSSR0 

The DSSR model considering network loss and voltage 

constraints is established in [17], which is formulated as: 

DSSR 1{ | ( , ) , ( ) 0}Nf g    Ω W Θ V W W      (A1) 

where  is the state space, ( , )f V W  are the power flow 

equations, 1( ) 0Ng  W  are the security constraints after N-

1 contingency, formulated as: 
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where 
m

FS  is the power measured at the outlet of feeder m; 

,

,

m n

F trS  is the load transferred from feeder m to feeder n;  

is the network loss under normal operation state. 
nmFloss  is 

the power loss of feeder m when an N-1 fault occurs at the 

outlet of n and its load is transferred to m; m

Fc is the thermal 

capacity of feeder m. 
,

,

u v

T trS is the sum of power flow at the 

outlet of feeders which derive from transformer v but don’t 

connect with transformer u when an N-1 fault occurs at u. 
, '

,

u v

T trS is the sum of power flow at the outlet of feeders which 

derive from transformer v and connect with transformer u 

when an N-1 fault occurs at u. 
v

Tc is the rated capacity of 

transformer v. 
m

iV  and M

iV are the lower and upper limits of 

node voltage amplitude, respectively. 

DSSR0 can be formulated as： 

DSSR0 0{ | ( , ) , ( ) 0}Nf g    Ω W Θ V W W    (A3) 

where 0 ( ) 0Ng  W  are security constraints satisfied in 

normal operation of distribution networks, including the 

capacity constraints of feeders and substation transformers, 

as well as the constraints of the voltage drop of nodes, 

formulated as: 
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where u

TS is the sum of power flow at the outlet of feeders 

which derive from transformer u. 

B. OTHER ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE CASE 
TABLE BI  

THE COMPLETE N-0 LINEAR SECURITY BOUNDARY EXPRESSIONS OF THE 

CASE 

Boundary 

number 
Linear expression 

Boundary 

number 
Linear expression 

𝛽1
0

 𝑐𝐹
161-S161 =0 𝛽26

0  𝑐𝐹
792-S792=0 

𝛽2
0 𝑐𝐹

163-S163 =0 𝛽27
0  𝑐𝐹

794-S794 =0 

𝛽3
0 𝑐𝐹

165-S165 =0 𝛽28
0  𝑐𝑇

4-𝑆𝑇
4=0 

𝛽4
0 𝑐𝐹

167-S167 =0 𝛽29
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖21- Sli21 =0 

𝛽5
0 𝑐𝐹

169-S169 =0 𝛽30
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖22- Sli22 =0 

𝛽6
0 𝑐𝐹

171-S171 =0 𝛽31
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖23- Sli23 =0 

𝛽7
0 𝑐𝑇

1-𝑆𝑇
1=0 𝛽32

0  𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖24- Sli24 =0 

𝛽8
0 𝑐𝐹

162-S162 =0 𝛽33
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖25- Sli25 =0 

𝛽9
0 𝑐𝐹

164-S164 =0 𝛽34
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖26- Sli26 =0 
𝛽10

0  𝑐𝐹
166-S166 =0 𝛽35

0  𝑐𝑇
5-𝑆𝑇

5=0 
𝛽11

0  𝑐𝐹
168-S168 =0 𝛽36

0  𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖31- Sli31 =0 

𝛽12
0  𝑐𝐹

172-S172 =0 𝛽37
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖32- Sli32 =0 
𝛽13

0  𝑐𝐹
174-S174 =0 𝛽38

0  𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖33- Sli33 =0 

𝛽14
0  𝑐𝑇

2-𝑆𝑇
2=0 𝛽39

0  𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖34- Sli34 =0 

𝛽15
0  𝑐𝐹

781-S781 =0 𝛽40
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖35- Sli35 =0 
𝛽16

0  𝑐𝐹
783-S783 =0 𝛽41

0  𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖36- Sli36 =0 

𝛽17
0  𝑐𝐹

785-S785=0 𝛽42
0  𝑐𝑇

6-𝑆𝑇
6=0 

𝛽18
0  𝑐𝐹

787-S787=0 𝛽43
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖41- Sli41 =0 
𝛽19

0  𝑐𝐹
789-S789=0 𝛽44

0  𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖42- Sli42 =0 

𝛽20
0  𝑐𝐹

791-S791=0 𝛽45
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖43- Sli43 =0 
𝛽21

0  𝑐𝑇
3-𝑆𝑇

3=0 𝛽46
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖44- Sli44 =0 
𝛽22

0  𝑐𝐹
782-S782 =0 𝛽47

0  𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖45- Sli45 =0 

𝛽24
0  𝑐𝐹

784-S784=0 𝛽48
0  𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖46- Sli46 =0 
𝛽24

0  𝑐𝐹
786-S786=0 𝛽49

0  𝑐𝑇
7-𝑆𝑇

7=0 
𝛽25

0  𝑐𝐹
788-S788=0   

 
TABLE BII 

THE COMPLETE N-1 LINEAR SECURITY BOUNDARY EXPRESSIONS OF THE 

CASE 

Boundary 

number 
Linear expression 

Boundary 

number 
Linear expression 

β1 
𝑐𝐹

168-S161-S168A-S168B 

=0 
β59 𝑐𝐹

164- S792C - S164 =0 

β2 𝑐𝑇
2-S161 -𝑆𝑇

2-S171A =0 β60 𝑐𝑇
2- S792C -𝑆𝑇

2- S792B =0 

β3 𝑐𝐹
782-S163 -S782 =0 β61 𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖44- S794 - Sli44 =0 

β4 𝑐𝑇
2-S163 -𝑆𝑇

4=0 β62 𝑐𝑇
7- S794 -𝑆𝑇

7=0 

β5 𝑐𝐹
783-S165 - S783 =0 β63 𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖46- Sli21A - Sli46 =0 

β6 𝑐𝑇
3- S165 - S169 -𝑆𝑇

3=0 β64 
𝑐𝑇

7- Sli21A - Sli23C -𝑆𝑇
7- 

Sli21B=0 

β7 𝑐𝐹
863- S167A - S863 =0 β65 𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖41- Sli21B - Sli41 =0 

β8 𝑐𝐹
862- S167B - S862 =0 β66 

𝑐𝑇
7- Sli21B - Sli23C -𝑆𝑇

7- 

Sli21A=0 

β9 𝑐𝐹
162- S171A - S162 =0 β67 𝑐𝐹

784-Sli23A -S784=0 

β10 𝑐𝑇
2- S171A - S161-𝑆𝑇

2=0 β68 𝑐𝑇
4-Sli23A-Sli24 -𝑆𝑇

4=0 

mLoss
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β11 
𝑐𝐹

𝑦𝑢𝑛18- S171B - Syun18 

=0 
β69 𝑐𝐹

791-Sli23B -S791=0 

β12 𝑐𝐹
789- S169 - S789 =0 β70 𝑐𝑇

3-Sli23B -𝑆𝑇
3=0 

β13 𝑐𝑇
3-S169 -S165 -𝑆𝑇

3=0 β71 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖42-Sli23C -Sli42=0 

β14 𝑐𝐹
171-S162 -S171=0 β72 

𝑐𝑇
7-Sli23C -Sli21A -𝑆𝑇

7-

Sli21B=0 

β15 𝑐𝑇
1-S162 -𝑆𝑇

1-S168A=0 β73 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖33-Sli22A -Sli33=0 

β16 𝑐𝐹
792-S164 -S792=0 β74 𝑐𝑇

6-Sli22A -Sli26A -𝑆𝑇
6=0 

β17 𝑐𝑇
4-S164 -𝑆𝑇

4 -S166=0 β75 
𝑐𝐹

𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑔71-Sli22B -

Syong71=0 

β18 𝑐𝐹
792-S166 -S792=0 β76 𝑐𝐹

784-Sli24 -S784=0 

β19 
𝑐𝑇,𝑚𝑎𝑥

4 -S166 -S164 -

𝑆𝑇
4=0 

β77 𝑐𝑇
4-Sli24 -Sli23A -𝑆𝑇

4=0 

β20 𝑐𝐹
161-S168A -S161=0 β78 

𝑐𝐹
𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑔98-Sli25 -

Syong98=0 

β21 𝑐𝑇
1-S168A -S162-𝑆𝑇

1=0 β79 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖34-Sli26A -Sli34=0 

β22 𝑐𝐹
𝑦𝑢𝑛18-S168B -Syun18=0 β80 𝑐𝑇

6-Sli26A -Sli22A -𝑆𝑇
6=0 

β23 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖35-S172 -Sli35=0 β81 𝑐𝐹

𝑡𝑢25-Sli26B -Stu25=0 

β24 𝑐𝑇
6-S172 -𝑆𝑇

6=0 β82 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔31-Sli31 -Slong31=0 

β25 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖44-S174 -Sli44=0 β83 𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖44-Sli32 -Sli44=0 

β26 𝑐𝑇
7-S174 -𝑆𝑇

7=0 β84 𝑐𝑇
7-Sli32 -Sli34B -𝑆𝑇

7=0 

β27 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖33-S781A -Sli33=0 β85 𝑐𝐹

781-Sli33A -S781=0 

β28 𝑐𝑇
6-S781A -𝑆𝑇

6 -S787=0 β86 𝑐𝑇
3-Sli33A -𝑆𝑇

3=0 

β29 
𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔31-S781B -

Slong31=0 
β87 𝑐𝐹

782-Sli33B -S782=0 

β30 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖42-S783A -Sli42=0 β88 𝑐𝑇

4-Sli33B -𝑆𝑇
4=0 

β31 𝑐𝑇
7-S783A -𝑆𝑇

7=0 β89 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖22-Sli33C -Sli22=0 

β32 𝑐𝐹
165-S783B -S165=0 β90 𝑐𝑇

5-Sli33C -Sli34A -𝑆𝑇
5=0 

β33 𝑐𝑇
1-S783B -S789B -𝑆𝑇

1=0 β91 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖26-Sli34A -Sli26=0 

β34 𝑐𝐹
786-S785A -S786=0 β92 𝑐𝑇

5-Sli34A -Sli33C -𝑆𝑇
5=0 

β35 𝑐𝑇
4-S785A -S789A -𝑆𝑇

4=0 β93 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖45-Sli34B -Sli45=0 

β36 𝑐𝐹
𝑗𝑖37-S785B -Sji37=0 β94 𝑐𝑇

7-Sli34B -Sli32 -𝑆𝑇
7=0 

β37 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖33-S787 -Sli33=0 β95 𝑐𝐹

172-Sli35A -S172=0 

β38 𝑐𝑇
6-S787 -S781A -𝑆𝑇

6=0 β96 𝑐𝑇
2-Sli35A -𝑆𝑇

2=0 

β39 𝑐𝐹
792-S789A -S792=0 β97 

𝑐𝐹
𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑔75-Sli35B -

Syong75=0 

β40 𝑐𝑇
4-S789A -S785A -𝑆𝑇

4=0 β98 
𝑐𝐹

𝑦𝑜𝑛𝑔76-Sli36 -

Syong76=0 

β41 𝑐𝐹
169-S789B -S169=0 β99 𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖21-Sli41 -Sli21=0 

β42 𝑐𝑇
1-S789B -S783B -𝑆𝑇

1=0 β100 
𝑐𝑇

5-Sli41 -Sli42A -Sli46A -

𝑆𝑇
5=0 

β43 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖23-S791 -Sli23=0 β101 𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖23-Sli42A -Sli23=0 

β44 𝑐𝑇
5-S791 -𝑆𝑇

5=0 β102 
𝑐𝑇

5-Sli42A -Sli41 -Sli46A -

𝑆𝑇
5=0 

β45 𝑐𝐹
163-S782 -S163=0 β103 𝑐𝐹

783-Sli42B -S783=0 

β46 𝑐𝑇
1-S782 -𝑆𝑇

1=0 β104 𝑐𝑇
3-Sli42B -𝑆𝑇

3=0 

β47 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖23-S784A -Sli23=0 β105 𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔11-Sli43 -Slong11=0 

β48 𝑐𝑇
5-S784A -𝑆𝑇

5-S784B=0 β106 𝑐𝐹
174-Sli44A -S174=0 

β49 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖24-S784B -Sli24=0 β107 𝑐𝑇

2-Sli44A -𝑆𝑇
2=0 

β50 𝑐𝑇
5-S784B -𝑆𝑇

5 -S784A=0 β108 𝑐𝐹
794-Sli44B -S794=0 

β51 𝑐𝐹
785-S786A -S785=0 β109 𝑐𝑇

4-Sli44B -𝑆𝑇
4=0 

β52 𝑐𝑇
3-S786A -𝑆𝑇

3 -S792A=0 β110 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖32-Sli44C -Sli32=0 

β53 𝑐𝐹
𝑗𝑖18-S786B -Sji18=0 β111 𝑐𝑇

6-Sli44C -𝑆𝑇
6-Sli45=0 

β54 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔31-S788 -Slong31=0 β112 𝑐𝐹

𝑙𝑖32-Sli45 -Sli32=0 

β55 𝑐𝐹
789-S792A -S789=0 β113 𝑐𝑇

6-Sli45 -𝑆𝑇
6 -Sli44C=0 

β56 𝑐𝑇
3-S792A -𝑆𝑇

3 -S786A=0 β114 𝑐𝐹
𝑙𝑖21-Sli46A -Sli21=0 

β57 𝑐𝐹
166-S792B -S166=0 β115 

𝑐𝑇
5-Sli46A -Sli42A -Sli41 -

𝑆𝑇
5=0 

β58 𝑐𝑇
2-S792B -𝑆𝑇

2 -S792C=0 β116 
𝑐𝐹

𝑞𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑔22-Sli46B -

Sqiong22=0 

 

 

 
TABLE BIII  

RESULTS ABOUT N-1 SD IN THE DIRECTION OF FEEDER 163 

Starting point W 

(2.48,1.84,0.83,0.82,1.52,3.09,1.49,1.83,1.20,2.3

4,0.28,2.35,1.45,0.82,1.56,1.15,1.50,1.67,1.71,0.

30,1.61,2.34,0.27,1.28,0.28,1.24,0.28,1.91,1.43,0

.87,0.92,0.89,1.28,0.03,0.81,1.19,1.21,0.22,2.36,

0.81,0.27,0.22,2.50,2.43,2.20,0.25,1.36,0.28,2.10

,1.22,0.80,0.82,1.30,1.77,1.01,0.81,0.69,0.12,1.4

2,1.11,0.92,0.17,1.10,0.88,0.44,0.94)T 

Cross-boundary 

point Wc
* on DC-

Flow boundary 

(2.48,4.82,0.83,0.82,1.52,3.09,1.49,1.83,1.20,2.3

4,0.28,2.35,1.45,0.82,1.56,1.15,1.50,1.67,1.71,0.

30,1.61,2.34,0.27,1.28,0.28,1.24,0.28,1.91,1.43,0

.87,0.92,0.89,1.28,0.03,0.81,1.19,1.21,0.22,2.36,

0.81,0.27,0.22,2.50,2.43,2.20,0.25,1.36,0.28,2.10

,1.22,0.80,0.82,1.30,1.77,1.01,0.81,0.69,0.12,1.4

2,1.11,0.92,0.17,1.10,0.88,0.44,0.94)T 

Approximate SD  

W to Wc
* 

2.98 (MVA) 

Cross-boundary 

point Wc on AC-

Flow boundary 

(2.48,4.35,0.83,0.82,1.52,3.09,1.49,1.83,1.20,2.3

4,0.28,2.35,1.45,0.82,1.56,1.15,1.50,1.67,1.71,0.

30,1.61,2.34,0.27,1.28,0.28,1.24,0.28,1.91,1.43,0

.87,0.92,0.89,1.28,0.03,0.81,1.19,1.21,0.22,2.36,

0.81,0.27,0.22,2.50,2.43,2.20,0.25,1.36,0.28,2.10

,1.22,0.80,0.82,1.30,1.77,1.01,0.81,0.69,0.12,1.4

2,1.11,0.92,0.17,1.10,0.88,0.44,0.94)T 

Accurate SD 

W to Wc 
2.51 (MVA) 

 
TABLE BIV  

N-0 LINEAR SECURITY BOUNDARIES CORRESPONDING TO FEEDERS 168A 

AND 163  

Feeder ID 
Boundary 

number 
Linear expression 

168A 
𝛽11

0  𝑐𝐹
168-S168A-S168B=0 

𝛽14
0  𝑐𝑇

2-S162-S164-S166-S168A-S168B-S172-S174=0 

163 

𝛽2
0 𝑐𝐹

163-S163 =0 

𝛽7
0 𝑐𝑇

1-S161-S163-S165-S167-S169-S171=0 

 
TABLE BV  

N-1 LINEAR SECURITY BOUNDARIES CORRESPONDING TO FEEDERS 168A 

AND 163  

Feeder ID 
Boundary 

number 
Linear expression 

168A 

β1 𝑐𝐹
168-S161-S168A-S168B =0 

β20 𝑐𝐹
161-S168A -S161=0 

β21 𝑐𝑇
1-S168A -S162-S161-S163-S165-S167-S169-S171=0 

163 

β3 𝑐𝐹
782-S163 -S782 =0 

β4 𝑐𝑇
2-S163 -𝑆𝑇

4=0 

β21 𝑐𝑇
1-S168A -S162-S161-S163-S165-S167-S169-S171=0 
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TABLE BVI 
N-0 SECURITY DISTANCE AT EACH TIME 

Time 
(h) 

SD of 

Feeder 
168A 

(MVA) 

SD of 

Feeder 
163 

(MVA) 

Time 
(h) 

SD of 

Feeder 
168A 

(MVA) 

SD of 

Feeder 
163 

(MVA) 

Day1 

9:00 
3.18 4.20 21:00 0.53 4.44 

10:00 2.55 4.18 22:00 1.22 4.50 

11:00 2.31 4.17 23:00 2.63 4.65 

12:00 2.29 4.17 
Day2 
0:00 

3.26 4.71 

13:00 2.33 4.10 1:00 3.62 4.79 

14:00 2.56 4.09 2:00 3.84 4.85 
15:00 2.60 4.08 3:00 4.07 4.84 

16:00 2.06 4.08 4:00 3.97 4.83 

17:00 1.18 4.14 5:00 3.85 4.75 
18:00 0.65 4.21 6:00 3.86 4.60 

19:00 0.21 4.24 7:00 3.38 4.54 

20:00 -0.02 4.35 8:00 3.67 4.38 

 
TABLE BVII  

N-1 SECURITY DISTANCE AT EACH TIME 

Time 

(h) 

SD of 
Feeder 

168A 
(MVA) 

SD of 
Feeder 

163 
(MVA) 

Time 

(h) 

SD of 
Feeder 

168A 
(MVA) 

SD of 
Feeder 

163 
(MVA) 

Day1 

9:00 
0.89 2.63 21:00 -2.19 -0.97 

10:00 0.23 2.33 22:00 -1.40 0.56 
11:00 -0.04 2.51 23:00 0.56 3.62 

12:00 0.05 1.49 
Day2 

0:00 
1.47 4.04 

13:00 -0.03 0.64 1:00 1.86 4.13 

14:00 0.18 1.49 2:00 2.18 4.28 

15:00 0.31 2.29 3:00 2.53 4.24 
16:00 0.02 2.89 4:00 2.48 4.17 

17:00 -0.73 2.21 5:00 2.07 4.04 

18:00 -1.30 0.76 6:00 1.93 3.85 
19:00 -2.18 0.19 7:00 1.32 3.70 

20:00 -2.63 0.33 8:00 1.47 2.69 
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